RESOLUTION NO. 51-S-2003

A RESOLUTION ENUNCIATING THE APPROVAL OF VARIOUS SANGGUNIANG BAYAN RESOLUTIONS RATIFYING SANGGUNIANG PAMBARANGAY RESOLUTIONS RELATING TO AFFIRMATION OF ITS TERRITORIAL BOUNDARIES AND APPROVING THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE ARBITRATION COMMITTEE RELATING TO BARANGAYS WITH TERRITORIAL DISPUTES WITH ITS ADJACENT BARANGAYS.

WHEREAS, our respective barangays seek to identify its actual territorial boundaries with its adjacent barangays;

WHEREAS, identifying the legal boundaries of the respective barangays of the municipality would bring in much business and income to the barangay brought about by identification of commercial and business establishments of the barangay as well as real property units thereof except Barangays ZAPOTE I and TALABA V and REAL II and PANAPAAN VII, the boundaries of which where settled pursuant to Sangguniang Bayan Resolution No. 75-S-95 dated August 18, 1995 and Sangguniang Bayan Resolution No. 5-S-96 dated January 12, 1996, respectively;

WHEREAS, for this purpose, the Sangguniang Bayan have passed a resolution on March 25, 2003, denominated as SB Resolution No. 28-S-2003, entitled, A RESOLUTION CREATING A COMMITTEE TO ARBITRATE BOUNDARY DISPUTES BETWEEN AND AMONG THE BARANGAYS OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF BACOOR AND APPOINTING THE MEMBERS THEREOF;

WHEREAS, the said Arbitration Committee have met with the different Barangay Chairmen of the seventy three (73) barangays of the municipality to discuss the identification of its territorial boundaries or the settlement of disputed boundaries with adjacent barangays if there is any;

WHEREAS, on account of these, several barangays particularly Barangays BAYANAN, CAMPOSANTO, BANALO, MABOLO II, NIOG II, ANIBAN V, SINEGUELASAN, SAN NICOLAS I, HABAY I, TABING DAGAT, TALABA II, ANIBAN IV, MABOLO I, DAAN BUKID, DIGMAN, TALABA I, SALINAS II, HABAY II, ALIMA, ANIBAN III, LIGAS I, MAMBORG I, MAMBORG IV, MOLINO I, MOLINO II, MOLINO VI, LIGAS III, SAN NICOLAS II, PANAPAAN II, PANAPAAN III, PANAPAAN IV, PANAPAAN VI, PANAPAAN VIII, MALIKSI I, MALIKSI II, TALABA III, TALABA IV, TALABA VI, NIOG I, NIOG III, QUEENS ROW WEST, QUEENS ROW CENTRAL and ANIBAN II
passed Resolutions affirming their territorial boundaries as shown by maps and sketches attached therein and made integral part thereof, these resolutions were later affirmed by the Sangguniang Bayan per SB Resolution Nos. 44A, 44B, 44C, 44D, 44E, 44F, 44G, 44H, 44I, 44J, 44K, 44L, 44M, 44N, 44O, 44P, 44Q, 44R, 44S, 44T, 44U, 44V, 44Y, 49S, 49R, 49Q, 49P, 49O, 49N, 49M, 49L, 49K, 49J, 49I, 49H, 49G, 49F, 49E, 49D, 49, 49C, 49B and 49T.

WHEREAS, of the seventy three (73) barangays of the Municipality of Bacoor, Barangays PANAPAAN I, PANAPAAN V, REAL I, SALINAS III, SALINAS IV, ANIBAN I and ZAPOTE IV have referred their respective territorial boundaries to each other to the Arbitration Committee for amicable resolution thereof resulting to a resolution thereof per endorsement of the committee recommending the establishments of specific boundaries thereof. These endorsements were later submitted for approval by the Sangguniang Bayan as evidenced by Resolution No. 50A-S-2003, 50B-S-2003 and 50C-S-2003;

WHEREAS, the territorial boundaries of the following Barangays were already settled and resolved to wit: MOLINO III, MOLINO VI, LIGAS II, SAN NICOLAS III, ZAPOTE V, TALABA VII, QUEENS ROW EAST, MOLINO V, MOLINO VII, MAMBOG II, MAMBOG III and MAMBOG V after all its Barangay Chairmen conferring with the Arbitration Committee agreed to come to terms and agreement relative to their respective territorial boundaries;

WHEREAS, only the following territorial disputes remain unresolved, to wit: Barangays ZAPOTE I, ZAPOTE II, ZAPOTE III, ZAPOTE IV, SALINAS I, DULONG BAYAN, MABOLO III, KAINGIN and MALIKSI III;

NOW THEREFORE, after thorough review and deliberation of the aforementioned Resolution, on motion of Honorable Councilor AVELINO B. SOLIS duly seconded by all present, on its Special Session assembled, HEREBY RESOLVED AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED BY THE SANGGUNIANG BAYAN OF BACOOR, PROVINCE OF CAVITE to enunciate the approval of various Sangguniang Bayan resolutions ratifying Sangguniang Pambayangay resolutions relating to affirmation of its territorial boundaries and approving the recommendations of the Arbitration Committee relating to barangays with territorial disputes with its adjacent barangays except Barangays ZAPOTE I, ZAPOTE II, ZAPOTE III, ZAPOTE IV, SALINAS I, DULONG BAYAN, MABOLO III, KAINGIN and MALIKSI III and the affirmations of all other settlement of all territorial boundaries effected by the Arbitration Committee as mentioned above.

RESOLVED FURTHER, that copies of this Resolution be furnished to all concerned offices.

APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY.

June 24, 2003 at Bacoor, Cavite.
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